1. Begin with Bird Base, coloured side up

2. Fold & unfold

3. Rabbit ear

4. Squash down

5. Petal fold upwards

6. Refold Bird Base

7. Fold & unfold. Repeat behind

8. Sink to centre. Turn over

9. Fold flap down & squash
10. **Four Mountain Folds**

11. **Lift One Layer Up. Turn Over**

12. **Reverse Folds**

13. **Valley Folds. Bring Mouth Flap to Top Layer**

14. **Note Flap A Which Will Be Tucked Under Flap B. Open Up The Legs & Rotate 1/4**

16. **Pull Some Paper Out.**

17. **Turn Over**
RABBIT EAR TOP LAYER

FOLD IN HALF. NOTE
POSITION OF MODEL

ROTATE FOOT ABOUT

REVERSE FOLD INNAR
LATER

CRIMP TO FORM THREE
TOES

PULL LEGS DOWN A
BIT

NARROW LEGS
TURN OVER

REVERSE FOLDS TO
NARROW NOSE & ARMS
FOLD IN HALF
28

CRIMP UPWARDS

29

TUCK LAYER BEHIND

REPEAT BEHIND

30

i

TWICE REVERSE FOLDS

ii

CRIMP TO SHAPE LEGS

31

i

SHAPE ARMS

ii

CRIMP TAIL